
Study No.: AK1102365
Title: Clinical evaluation of bupropion sustained release (SR) in patients with depression - 
Placebo-controlled, double-blind, comparative study in patients with depression who did not 
respond sufficiently to selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors
Rationale: Bupropion SR has different modes of action to those of the conventional 
antidepressants, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Treatment with bupropion SR 
was considered to have the potential to demonstrate efficacy in patients who had insufficient 
treatment effect with SSRI treatment. 
This was a placebo-controlled, double-blind comparative study to assess the efficacy and safety 
of bupropion SR in patients who had insufficient treatment effect with paroxetine, a SSRI used to 
treat major depressive disorder in Japan.
Phase: III 
Study Period: 19 January 2006 to 28 March 2008
Study Design: a placebo-controlled, multi-center, double-blind, randomized, parallel group 
design. 
Centres: 64 centers in Japan.
Indication: Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) 
Treatment:
Pretreatment period
Paroxetine 40 mg/day was administered for four weeks in subjects treated with marketed 
paroxetine between doses of 20 and 40 mg/day for four weeks or more prior to the pretreatment 
period.
Tapering period
Paroxetine was tapered down weekly by 10 mg/day in subjects who were progressed to the 
treatment period.
Treatment period
Subjects received the investigational product at Dose level 1 were randomly assigned to 100 
mg/day of bupropion SR or placebo after the completion of the tapering period. Subjects 
assigned to the bupropion SR group were administered 100mg in the morning and matching 
placebo in the evening.
One week after completion of Dose level 1, subjects received the investigational product at Dose 
level 2 for one week (200 mg/day of bupropion SR or placebo). Subjects assigned to the 
bupropion SR group were administered 100mg in the morning and in the evening.
One week after completion of Dose level 2, subjects received the investigational product at Dose 
level 3 for 10 weeks (300 mg/day of bupropion SR or placebo).  Subjects assigned to the 
bupropion SR group were administered 150mg in the morning and in the evening.
Dose reduction to Dose level 2 (200 mg/day of bupropion SR or placebo) was allowed if safety or 
tolerability concerns were raised. After dose reduction, if the investigator assessed that there was 
no longer a safety concern and if the subject reported insufficient efficacy at Dose level 2, the 
dose was increased again to Dose level 3.
Objectives: The primary objective was to demonstrate the efficacy of bupropion SR in oral doses 
of 200 - 300 mg/day for 12 weeks in a placebo-controlled, multi-center, double-blind, comparative 
study in patients with MDD who did not respond sufficiently to SSRIs.
Primary Outcome/Efficacy Variable: Change from baseline in the Hamilton Rating Scale for 
Depression (HAM-D) (17 items) total score (Week 12, Last Observation Carried Forward: LOCF)
Secondary Outcome/Efficacy Variable(s):
 • HAM-D (17 items) total score (Week 8 and 12)
 • Change from baseline in the HAM-D (17 items) total score (Week 8)
 • Percentage of change from baseline in the HAM-D (17 items) total score (Week 8 and 12)
 • Percentage of responders whose HAM-D (17 items) total score decreased ≥ 50% (Week 8 and 
12)
 • Percentage of remitters whose HAM-D (17 items) total score decreased to ≤ 7 (Week 8 and 12)



 • Change from baseline in each item of the HAM-D (17 items) (Week 8 and 12)
 • Percentage of change from baseline in each item of the HAM-D (17 items) (Week 8 and 12)
 • Change from baseline in the Clinical Global Impression (CGI) Severity of Illness (Week 1, 2, 3, 
4, 8, and 12)
 • Percentage of the CGI Global Improvement responders (Week 8 and 12)
 • Study continuation rate 
Statistical Methods: Assuming the responder rate for bupropion SR was 32.0% and the 
responder rate for placebo was 15.0%, the group difference ( )  was 17.0%. Using normal 
approximation, the sample size was calculated as 141 subjects per treatment group [two-sided 
test, level of significance (α)=0.05, power (1-β)=0.9]. Accordingly, the target sample size was set 
at a total of 300 subjects, 150 subjects per group.
In the efficacy analysis, the efficacy population was the Full Analysis Set (FAS). The FAS 
population was all subjects who entered the treatment phase with the exception of those who did 
not take any investigational products during the treatment phase, those who did not meet the 
major eligibility criteria (e.g., no primary diagnosis of MDD) or those with no valid post-baseline 
assessment. A data set with missing data imputed using the LOCF was used for the primary 
analysis. In some cases, the observed cases (OC) data set was used to assess the stability of the 
outcome. In the safety analysis, the safety population (SP) was comprised of subjects who took at 
least one dose of the treatment period investigational product.
In the primary efficacy analysis, for change from baseline in the HAM-D (17 items) at Week 12, 
summary statistics and two-sided 95% confidence interval were calculated and the comparison of 
bupropion SR to placebo was evaluated by analysis of variance with treatment groups as the 
factors. The secondary analysis, change from baseline in the HAM-D (17 items) for weeks other 
than Week 12, percentage of change from baseline in the HAM-D (17 items), change from 
baseline in each item of the HAM-D (17 items), and percentage of change from baseline in each 
item of the HAM-D (17 items) were assessed in a manner similar to the primary efficacy analysis. 
Responder rates and remission rates based on the HAM-D (17 items) total score were assessed 
by logistical regression analysis with treatment groups as the independent variable. Change from 
baseline in CGI Severity of Illness was assessed using the Wilcoxon two-sample test; the 
proportion of responders based on CGI Global Improvement was assessed with the logistic 
regression using treatment groups as the independent variable. Kaplan-Meier Plot was prepared 
with study completion as the cut off point to compare the study continuation rate by the log-rank 
test.
Summaries of the frequency of adverse events, clinical laboratory data results, vital signs and 
incidence of sexual dysfunction were calculated in the safety analysis. Serious adverse events 
and adverse events that led to study withdrawal were also calculated.
Study Population: The following subjects were eligible for the pretreatment period: diagnosed 
with MDD, single episode (296.2x) (excluding those associated with psychotic characteristics) or 
MDD, recurrent episode (296.3x) (excluding those associated with psychotic characteristics); took 
marketed paroxetine at 20 to 40 mg/day for four weeks or more; scored sixteen or more points on 
the HAM-D (17 items) scale; aged between 18 and 64 years.
Subjects whose HAM-D total score (17 items) was 14 or more at the completion of pretreatment 
period (before the taper) or the start of the treatment period (after the taper), and subjects whose 
percent decrease of the HAM-D total score (17 items) was 50% or less were progressed to the 
treatment period. 
There were 444 subjects receiving paroxetine who consented to participate in study AK1102365. 
Of those, 119 continued treatment with paroxetine after the four week run-in phase and 325 were 
down titrated from their paroxetine dose and randomized to buproprion SR or placebo.
Subjects were excluded if they had complicated glaucoma, were taking medication that would 
increase the risk of bleeding or the tendency or predisposition to bleeding, were predisposed to 
seizure, had current diagnosis or history of anorexia nervosa or bulimia nervosa, had systolic 
blood pressure of ≥ 160 mmHg and diastolic blood pressure of ≥ 100 mmHg, or had compliance 



to paroxetine of less than 70% in the pretreatment period (excluding tapering period). 
Placebo Bupropion SR

Number of Subjects: 
Planned, N 150 150
Randomized, N 159 166
Completed, n (%) 112(70) 99(60)
Total Number Subjects Withdrawn, N (%) 47(30) 67(40)
Withdrawn due to Adverse Events, n (%) 31(19) 39(23)
Withdrawn due to Lack of Efficacy, n (%) 3(2) 6(4)
Withdrawn for other reasons, n (%) 13(8) 22(13)
Demographics Placebo Bupropion SR
N (FAS) 157 165
Females: Males 69:88 77:88
Mean Age, years (SD) 36.0(8.91) 36.8(9.28)
Race, n (%) - Asian - Japanese Heritage 157(100) 165(100)
Primary Efficacy Results: 
HAM-D (17 items) total score (FAS) Placebo

N=157
Bupropion SR

N=165
Baseline Mean (SD) : 19.8(4.34) 19.4(4.39)
Week12, n (LOCF) 155 160
Mean (SD) 14.7(8.89) 14.6(9.09)
Mean (SD) change from baseline -5.1(8.02) -4.9(8.34)
95% Confidence Interval -6.4, -3.8 -6.2, -3.6
Mean difference [bupropion SR- Placebo] 0.2
95% Confidence Interval -1.6, 2.0
p-value 0.805
Secondary Outcome Variable(s):
HAM-D (17 items) total score (FAS) Placebo

N=157
Bupropion SR

N=165
Week 8, n (LOCF) 152 160
Mean (SD) 15.8(8.04) 15.4(8.32)
95% Confidence Interval 14.5, 17.1 14.1, 16.7
Week8, n (OC) 113 106
Mean (SD) 13.3(6.74) 12.1(6.28)
95% Confidence Interval 12.0, 14.5 10.9, 13.3
Week 12, n (OC) 111 98
Mean (SD) 11.3(7.09) 10.3(6.83)
95% Confidence Interval 9.9, 12.6 9.0, 11.7
Change from baseline in HAM-D (17 items) total 
score (FAS)

Placebo
N=157

Bupropion SR
N=165

Week 8, n (LOCF) 152 160
Mean (SD) -4.1(7.07) -4.0(7.60)
95% Confidence Interval -5.2, -2.9 -5.2, -2.9
Week 8, n (OC) 113 106
Mean (SD) -6.4(5.77) -7.4(5.75)
95% Confidence Interval -7.5,-5.4 -8.5,-6.3
Week 12, n (OC) 111 98
Mean (SD) -8.3(6.38) -9.2(5.98)
95% Confidence Interval -9.5, -7.1 -10.4, -8.0



Percent change (%) in HAM-D (17 items) total score 
(FAS)

Placebo
N=157

Bupropion SR
N=165

Week 8, n (LOCF) 152 160
Mean (SD) -21.0(37.31) -20.8(38.87)
95% Confidence Interval -26.9,-15.0 -26.8, -14.7
Week 8, n (OC) 113 106
Mean  (SD) -33.2(30.51) -38.2(28.68)
95% Confidence Interval -38.9, -27.5 -43.7, -32.7
Week12, n (LOCF) 155 160
Mean (SD) -26.5(41.65) -25.5(43.05)
95%Confidence Interval -33.1, -19.9 -32.2, -18.8
Week 12, n (OC) 111 98
Mean (SD) -43.0(32.51) -48.4(29.96)
95% Confidence Interval -49.1, -36.9 -54.4, -42.4
Responder rate (%) of HAM-D (17 items) total score 
(FAS)

Placebo
N=157

Bupropion SR
N=165

Week 8, n (LOCF) 152 160
Mean  24 26
95% Confidence Interval 17.8, 32.0 19.1, 33.1
Week 8, n (OC) 113 106
Mean 31 38
95% Confidence Interval 22.6, 40.4 28.5, 47.7
Week 12, n (LOCF) 155 160
Mean 37 38
95% Confidence Interval 29.8, 45.5 30.6, 46.1
Week 12, n (OC) 111 98
Mean 50 59
95% Confidence Interval 40.8, 60.1 48.8, 69.0
Remission rate (%) of HAM-D (17 items) total score 
(FAS)

Placebo
N=157

Bupropion SR
N=165

Week 8, n (LOCF) 152 160
Mean 18 18
95% Confidence Interval 12.0, 24.8 12.5, 25.0
Week 8, n (OC) 113 106
Mean 22 26
95% Confidence Interval 14.9, 30.9 18.3,35.9
Week 12, n (LOCF) 155 160
Mean 25 24
95% Confidence Interval 18.5, 32.8 17.4, 31.1
Week 12, n (OC) 111 98
Mean 33 38
95% Confidence Interval 24.7, 42.9 28.2, 48.1
Change from baseline in CGI Severity of Illness 
(FAS)

Placebo
N=157

Bupropion SR
N=165

Week 8, n (LOCF) 157 164
Mean (SD) -0.5(1.02) -0.5(1.01)
95% Confidence Interval -0.6, -0.3 -0.6, -0.3
Week 8, n (OC) 113 106
Mean (SD) -0.7(0.87) -0.9(0.85)
95% Confidence Interval -0.9, -0.6 -1.1, -0.8
Week 12, n (LOCF) 157 163



Mean (SD) -0.6(1.12) -0.6(1.15)
95% Confidence Interval -0.7,-0.4 -0.8,-0.4
Week 12, n (OC) 111 98
Mean (SD) -0.9(0.90) -1.1(0.98)
95% Confidence Interval -1.1, -0.8 -1.3, -0.9
Responder rate (%) of CGI Global Improvement 
(FAS)

Placebo
N=157

Bupropion SR
N=165

Week 8, n (LOCF) 153 159
Mean 33 38
95% Confidence Interval 25.9, 41.4 30.8, 46.4
Week 8, n (OC) 113 106
Mean 42 57
95% Confidence Interval 32.4, 51.2 46.6, 66.2
Week 12, n (LOCF) 156 158
Mean 44 48
95% Confidence Interval 35.7, 51.8 40.1, 56.2
Week 12, n (OC) 111 98
Mean 57 73
95% Confidence Interval 47.0, 66.1 63.6, 81.9
Study continuation rate (FAS) Placebo

N=157
Bupropion SR

N=165
P-value based on log-rank test between bupropion SR 
vs. Placebo

0.036

Safety Results:

Paroxetine
N=417

Most Frequent Adverse Events –  Paroxetine Open-
label, Pre-Treatment & Taper Phases

n (%)

Subjects with any AE(s) 226(54)
Nasopharyngitis 63(15)
Drug withdrawal syndrome 33(8)
Dizziness 25(6)
Nausea 16(4)
Headache 14(3)
Depression 13(3)
Diarrhoea 11(3)
Somnolence 10(2)
Hypoaesthesia 7(2)
Stomach discomfort 7(2)
Thirst 7(2)

Placebo
N=159

Bupropion SR
N=166

Most Frequent Adverse Events –  On-Therapy n (%) n (%)
Subjects with any AE(s) 124(78) 125(75)
Nasopharyngitis 31(19) 28(17)
Nausea 21(13) 26(16)
Depression 20(13) 14(8)
Dizziness 16(10) 16(10)
Somnolence 10(6) 8(5)
Headache 9(6) 15(9)



Diarrhoea 9(6) 7(4)
Vomiting 8(5) 7(4)
Hypoesthesia 6(4) 1(<1)
Constipation 5(3) 0
Drug withdrawal syndrome* 4(3) 9(5)
Thirst 4(3) 9(5)
*All drug withdrawals are considered by the investigator to be related to paroxetine either during 
pretreatment period or use after treatment period had ended.
Serious Adverse Events – P aroxetine Open-label, Pre-Treatment & Taper Phases
n (%) [n considered by the investigator to be related to study medication]

Paroxetine
N=417

n (%) [related]
Subjects with non-fatal SAEs 4(1)[0]
Basedow’s dis ease 1(<1)[0]
Appendicitis 1(<1)[0]
Stupor 1(<1)[0]
Depressed level of consciousness 1(<1)[0]
Subjects with fatal SAEs n (%) [related]

0
Serious Adverse Events - On-Therapy
n (%) [n considered by the investigator to be related to study medication]

Placebo
N=159

Bupropion SR
N=166

n (%) [related] n (%) [related]
Subjects with non-fatal SAEs 0 5(3) [3]
Depressed level of consciousness 0 2(1)[1]
Convulsion** 0 1(<1)[1]
Bipolar disorder 0 1(<1)[1]
Mania 0 1(<1)[1]
Asthma 0 1(<1)[0]
Subjects with fatal SAEs n (%) [related] n (%) [related]

0 0
** One other convulsion in a different subject was reported as non serious as hospitalisation was 
not needed and no problems were noted in the clinical course and laboratory test results.

Conclusion: 
 • Bupropion SR was administered to subjects with MDD who had insufficient treatment effect with 
the SSRI paroxetine. Bupropion SR was administered orally at doses of 200 mg/day to 300 
mg/day for twelve weeks to assess the efficacy and safety of the investigational product in a 
placebo-controlled design. No statistical significant difference was noted between bupropion SR 
and placebo in change from baseline in the HAM-D (17 items) total score (Week 12, LOCF), the 
primary efficacy endpoint.
 • Adverse events, frequency, severity and change in sexual functioning symptoms were similar 
between treatment groups. 
 • Drug-related serious adverse events (mania, convulsion, depressed level of consciousness and 
bipolar disorder) were reported in three subjects.
Publications: None 
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